Roadmap to Degree
Chinese

Freshmen:
First year: Chinese 1001(F), Chinese 1002(Sp), ML1010
Second year: Chinese 2001(F), Chinese 2002(Sp)
Third year: Chinese 3001(F), 3100 (F), 3050(Sp), 3150(Sp), 3500(Sp)
Fourth year: 4010(F), 4080(F), 4100(Sp), ML 4000(Sp)

Transfer students
First year: Chinese 3001(F), 3100 (F), 3050(Sp), 3150(Sp), 3500(Sp), ML 1010(F)
Second year: 4010(F), 4080(F), 4100(Sp), ML 4000(Sp)